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A homoepitaxic single-crystal diamond (111) ®lm grown by

microwave-assisted chemical vapour deposition (CVD) and

fractured along the [110] directions to form small triangles was

investigated by X-ray double-crystal topography. The X-ray

topographic image showed that all parts of the cleaved CVD

diamond ®lm sections uniformly re¯ected X-rays at the peak

position of the rocking curve, which was measured in the Bragg

case. Furthermore, no bending effect was observed and the CVD

diamond ®lm appeared to be more perfect than and showed

higher integrated intensity than the natural diamond substrate.

Keywords: CVD single-crystal diamond ®lm; cleavage lines;
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1. Introduction

One of the major problems in X-ray optics for third-generation

synchrotron radiation is the thermal deformation produced by

the high heat load absorbed in the optical elements. To overcome

this problem, a number of different crystal-cooling processes

have been developed. Cryogenically and water-cooled optics for

use with high-power synchrotron radiation beams have been

suggested for mirrors (Rehn, 1985) and for crystal mono-

chromators (Ishikawa, 1998; Marot, 1995; Smither, 1990; Bilder-

back, 1986). Single-crystal diamond is a well known material with

very attractive thermal properties and a ®gure of merit �/� of the

order of 2 � 107 W cmÿ1 (depending on the type of diamond)

compared with 6 � 105 W cmÿ1 for silicon at room temperature.

Diamond has a low atomic number and an absorption power

lower than that of silicon. These merits have recently led X-ray

optics scientists to evaluate and demonstrate the very high

performance of diamond single crystals as high heat ¯ux X-ray

monochromators. Diamond single crystals of high crystalline

perfection synthesized at high pressure and temperature have

been used successfully at the APS (Mills, 1997), ESRF (Als-

Nielsen et al., 1994) and SPring-8 (Yamaoka et al., 1995).

However, high-quality diamond crystals larger than 1 cm2 are

dif®cult to grow, limiting their application to undulator beam-

lines (Freund, 1995; Yamaoka et al., 1995). Another disadvantage

of high-quality diamond crystals is the wavelength-integrated

re¯ectivity of the 111 diamond re¯ection, which is about half that

of silicon 111 (Blasdell et al., 1990). For many X-ray scattering

experiments, the narrow energy bandpass provided by a perfect

single-crystal monochromator is not necessary, but a high ¯ux

density is required (Deschamps et al., 1995).

Recent progress in the growth of diamond ®lms by chemical

vapour deposition (CVD) has raised the hope of synthesizing

large-area single-crystal diamond ®lms. Furthermore, highly

oriented CVD diamond ®lms have been grown successfully on

several kinds of substrates, such as silicon (Floter et al., 1998;

Jiang et al., 1993; Geis et al., 1991) or diamond (Posthill et al.,

1995; Kamo et al., 1988); these are essentially II-a diamond and

contain very low levels of impurity atoms.

In the present work, the results of a study of a uniformly

cleaved homoepitaxically grown CVD single-crystal diamond

(111) ®lm by X-ray double-crystal topography are presented.

2. Experimental

The CVD single-crystal diamond ®lm was homoepitaxically

grown on one side of a natural diamond ¯attened parallel to the

{111} planes using a gaseous mixture of hydrogen and methane

under microwave glow discharge conditions of 40 cm3 minÿ1 for

CH4 and 0.12 cm3 minÿ1 for H2. The substrate quality was I-a; it

was 3 mm wide, 4.5 mm long and 1.3 mm thick. The substrate was

kept at 1153 K for a deposition run of 48 h. The thickness of the

diamond ®lm grown on it was estimated to be about 20 mm from

the run time. The sample was prepared at NIRIN, National

Institute for Research in Inorganic Materials, Tsukuba, Japan

(Nakazawa et al., 1987). The diamond ®lm spontaneously cleaved

into small triangular sections with edges along the [110] direc-

tions and with {111} cleavage planes resulting from high strain

and lattice mismatch at the ®lm±substrate interface, and the

presence of impurities and structure defects (Suzuki et al., 1998;

Tarutani et al., 1996; Nakazawa et al., 1987). Fig. 1 shows the

uniformly cleaved (111) ®lm extending along the whole sample.

Furthermore, an epitaxically grown diamond ®lm was also

observed on the lateral faces of the substrate, with cleavage lines

running along the [110] directions.

The recording of the rocking curves and the topographic

imaging were carried out with a `quasi-parallel' (+, ÿ) double-

crystal arrangement of Si(220) and diamond (111) using the

Bragg case and Cu K� radiation from a ®ne-focus sealed-off

Figure 1
The epitaxic CVD single-crystal diamond ®lm uniformly cleaved into
triangular sections. The inset image is the natural diamond substrate with
the diamond ®lm on it.
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X-ray tube. The Si(220) monochromator used had an asymmetry

factor 1/b ' 5. The interplanar spacings for silicon and diamond

were 1.920 and 2.059 AÊ , respectively, giving a difference of 7.2%.

This arrangement is slightly dispersive, but good enough to

improve the topographic imaging sensitivity to micro-strain order

in the crystalline lattice. The X-ray generator and data-acquisi-

tion system of the Rigaku Dmax 2200 series coupled with a

high-precision KTG-11P Kohzu Seiki goniometer were used. A

schematic diagram of the `quasi-parallel' X-ray double-crystal

topography arrangement is shown in Fig. 2.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 3 shows the rocking curve of the diamond ®lm plus substrate

obtained with the X-ray beam illuminating the whole surface

area. The full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the ®lm plus

substrate (80 arcsec) was about three times larger than for the

substrate (26 arcsec), even though partial stress relaxation had

occurred because of the fracture of the ®lm.

When the X-ray absorption of the sample is low, two effects

can occur: an asymmetric broadening and a shift of the measured

peak positions because diffraction also takes place in the interior

of the sample (Keating & Warren, 1952). The measurement of the

X-ray diffraction pro®le with the angular precision of the Dmax-

2200 goniometer (precision of 1/1000�) showed no detectable

angular shift. Therefore, if an angular shift exists, it should be

smaller than 4 arcsec. Furthermore, according to the extinction

thickness, te, the crystal thickness needed to fully diffract the X-

ray, i.e. for which the peak re¯ectivity is close to (~95% of) its

maximum value, can be estimated for the symmetric Bragg case

by

te � vo=�2d�111�roFHrC� �1�
where vo is the volume of the crystallographic unit cell, d(111) is

the lattice spacing of the diffraction planes in the (111) direction,

ro is the classical electron radius, FHr is the real part of the

structure factor and C is the polarization factor. The estimated

value of the extinction thickness is te ' 2.2 mm (Freund, 1995).

However, the X-ray double-crystal topographic setting used in

the present investigation is slightly dispersive and can contribute

to a small increase in rocking-curve broadening. In order to

estimate the contribution of the diamond ®lm correcting the

slight dispersion of the X-ray double-crystal topographic setting

and the substrate effects for the broadening of the rocking-curve

pro®le, the Warren (1941) method was applied according to the

equation

B2
film � B2

film�instrument ÿ B2
substrate�instrument �2�

The B®lm value estimated by this method is 75 arcsec. In this

evaluation, the FWHM of the rocking curve of the side of the

substrate opposite the side on which the the diamond ®lms were

grown was used. Broadening as a result of particle-size effects is

negligible as the fractured regions are much bigger than 100 mm

Figure 2
A schematic diagram of the double-crystal X-ray topography experiment.

Figure 3
The rocking curve and X-ray topographs of the CVD diamond ®lm plus
substrate recorded at ®ve angular positions.
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(Cullity, 1978). The integrated intensity from the CVD diamond

®lm, normalized by the effective area, was three times larger than

from the substrate. Therefore, the biggest effect contributing to

the broadening of the rocking-curve pro®le is the residual stress

generated by the presence of impurities and defects in the CVD

diamond ®lm (Suzuki et al., 1998; Tarutani et al., 1996).

The X-ray topographic image obtained at the peak position of

the rocking curve (Fig. 3c) showed high uniform re¯ectivity in

comparison with the images shown in Figs. 3(a), 3(b), 3(d) and

3(e), recorded at the angular positions indicated on the rocking

curve. This image shows that the crystallographic orientation of

each section of CVD diamond ®lm is very similar, even though

the diamond ®lm is cleaved along the whole surface. This topo-

graph also showed that the sample is not bent (at least in a range

up to a few arcsec).

The crystalline quality of the fractured regions of about

100 mm was studied by plane-wave X-ray topography using a

highly asymmetric Si(111) monochromator (1/b ' 20). It was

possible to separate the diffraction peaks of the (111) epitaxic

CVD single-crystal diamond ®lm from the substrate. The higher

diffraction angle of the CVD ®lm (�� = 65 arcsec) compared

with the substrate shows that the d spacing of the ®lm is smaller

than the d spacing of the substrate along the [111] direction. This

result indicates that the CVD single-crystal diamond ®lm is more

perfect than the substrate.

4. Conclusions

A uniformly cleaved CVD (111) diamond ®lm grown on natural

diamond ¯attened parallel to the (111) plane was investigated by

X-ray double-crystal topography. Even though the whole

diamond ®lm is fractured into small triangles (~100 mm), all these

small sections uniformly diffract X-rays at the peak position of

the rocking curve measured in the Bragg case. Furthermore, the

integrated intensity of X-ray diffraction by the ®lm was about

three times larger than that by the diamond substrate. Since many

X-ray scattering experiments using synchrotron radiation do not

require a narrow energy bandpass, CVD epitaxic single-crystal

diamond is proposed to be a useful optical component for third-

generation synchrotron radiation. The growth of large single-

crystal diamond ®lms of high quality and of desired thickness on

different kinds of substrates by CVD has made progress and has

yielded quite good results. At present, 3 in CVD single-crystal

diamond ®lms can be grown and this is expected to increase to 6

to 8 in using heteroepitaxic processes in the future.
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